Abstract-This paper emphasizes design and implementation of 3 Axis Airfoil Maker Machine using Arduino microcontroller based on computerized numerical controller (CNC) machine. In this work, there are two main points that are design and construction of machine and programming the motor control algorithm. The size of machine is portable and desktop version. This machine requires three stepper motors to move X, Y and Z directions according the command instructions from PC based CAM software. When the desired airfoil coordinates are inputted to CAM software, the output G-code are produced and then, this codes are sent to microcontroller by using USB interface. Microcontroller decodes these commands to drive stepper motors. The movement control program is written on C programming. This program will determine how many rotations that cause the distance of the machine movement according to each axis. The main aim of this research is to produce the precision airfoil as a part of wing model which is used to radio controlled (RC) airplane. It eventually reduces time consume and rate of error and also increase the accuracy of shape of airfoil production.
I. INTRODUCTION
CNC machine is a process used in the manufacturing sector that involves the use of computers to control machine tools. Tools that can be controlled in this manner include lathes, mills, routers and grinders. The CNC stands for Computer Numerical Control. CNC operates on digitized data, a computer. CAM program is used to control, automate, and monitor the movements of a machine. The CNC controller works together with a series of motors and drive components to move and control the machine axes. Open source software is used for executing the G-code for machining applications. The development of such machines can be considerable on a smaller, low-cost scale. A simpler commercial size CNC with Mach 3 software on a desktop PC have been developed, but requiring a parallel port. The PC is interfaced with low-cost embedded microcontrollers through the serial port. The CNC machine designs above rely on the use of stepper motors of limited power in open loop mode. A major new development in computer technology is the availability of low-cost open source hardware, such as the Arduino microcontroller platform. For many reasons, Arduino microcontroller based stepper motor control system has been chosen open source software and optimized for 3-axis airfoil maker CNC machine. Figure 1 shows overall block diagram of 3-axis airfoil maker CNC machine. ISSN 2250-3153 http://dx.doi.org/10.29322/IJSRP.8.9.2018.p8114
www.ijsrp.org 
A. AIRFOIL NOMENCLATURE
A wing is the combination of airfoil shaped ribs. Lift force produced by wings are depended on the design of airfoil shape .Two other outputs of the airfoil are drug and pitching moment. Figure 2 shows the combinations of airfoils for wing.
Figure 2. Combination of Airfoils for Wing
As shown in Figure 3 , the following parameters are defined in an airfoil. Chord length: length from the leading edge (LE) to the trailing edge (TE) of a wing cross section that is parallel to the vertical axis of symmetry Mean camber line: line halfway between the upper and lower surfaces Camber: maximum distance between the mean camber line and the chord line, measured perpendicular to the chord line Thickness: distance between upper surface and lower surface measured perpendicular to the mean camber line. 
D.Airfoil Selection
In this paper,NACA 1408 (4-digit) Semi-Symmetrical airfoil series is selected. First number is camber in percentage of chord, second number is location of maximum camber in tenths of chord measured from leading edge (LE) last two digits give maximum thickness in percentage of chord.
E. Airfoil Coordinates
Airfoil coordinates are simply points that define the shape of the airfoil. The numbers are given in percentage of the wing chord. The airfoil can be made up from 50 to 100 coordinate pairs. Figure 5 shows the NACA 1408nAirfoil Coordinates and Figure 6 show s the plotting the NACA 1408 Airfoil Coordinates. 
F. G-code for NACA 1408 Airfoil
G-Code is the language used to describe how a machine will move to accomplish a given task, using numerical control (NC) -it is the most widely used NC programming language. Figure7 show the g-code for NACA 1408 generated from KCAM software. www.ijsrp.org
G.System-Elements
In the control circuit for 3-axis airfoil maker CNC machine, it consists of microcontroller (Arduino ATmega 2560), easy driver circuit, L298N driver circuit and NEMA 17 stepper motors. Figure 10 show the easy driver circuit. L298N driver circuit can be drive inductive loads such as relays, solenoids, dc and bipolar stepping motor. This circuit offers a bridged mode of operation allowing bidirectional control of a single motor of up to about 4A.
III.DESIGN CONSIDERATION AND EEPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Designed and Construction of Control Circuit Board of Stepper Motor Control System
In this research , Arduino Microcontroller platform with Atmega2560 core is used. It can be easily interfaced with PC where, as also with the motor drivers(Easy and L298N) and stepper motors too. Figure 8 shows circuit connection of 3-axis airfoil maker CNC machine. 
B. Hardware Machine Frame Requirements
The machine frame is designed and constructed as the following desired parameters shown in Table 1 . Figure 9 shows the machine frame. www.ijsrp.org Figure 11 shows the flow chart of application execution. At start, power supply and computer is turned on. After that all stepper motor are initialized to its zero position. This zero position is given through software. The circuit board is ready to accept instructions from computer. These instructions are in the form of G-codes. It will wait still instructions to be received. After instructions are received, it starts to decode it into its own language that is in the voltage and current form. As per instruction, stepper motor move in accordance with it. The stepper motor moves according to X-Y Co-ordinates and Z Co-ordinate stepper motor is used to drill the hole. When task is completed, it is the end of the flow of execution. 
C. Software Implementation
D. Arduino Program for Motor Control System
As the first step, the Arduino C program to develop source code compiled using Arduino software. After the software is compiled, it is upload to the control board. This program drives bipolar stepper motor. The motor is attached to digital pin 8 to 11 of the Arduino. The motor should revolve one revolution in one direction, then one revolution in the other direction. The motor will step one step at a time, very slowly. The higher the potentiometer value, the faster the motor speed. The motor is less responsive to changes in the sensor value at low speeds. Figure 12 shows the motor control program on Arduino and Figure 13 shows the experimental testing of the three stepper motors with motor control program. ISSN 2250-3153 http://dx.doi.org/10.29322/IJSRP.8.9.2018.p8114
E. Generation of G-code Required for Airfoil Coordinates
This is used to send the G-code files (.NC) to an integrated hardware interpreter (ATmega2560).This software will take a G-code program in file and send it line-by-line to the ATmega 2560 microcontroller. The G codes will send over the serial ports through USB communication between the computer and microcontroller. KCAM software is a type of software designed to send G-Code to CNC machines. Figure 14 shows the using KCAM software for airfoil coordinates and G code. 
F. Experimental Results
According to X-Y axis co-ordinate position the CNC Router will be moved and whenever it stops then starts the operation of Z axis. Z axis performs Up-down operation for milling purpose. Figure 15 shows the final results product of NACA 1408 Airfoil Model. Using small machine tools to fabricate small scale parts can provide both flexibility and efficiency in manufacturing approaches and reduce capital cost, which is beneficial for small business. In this research paper, Arduino based 3-axis
